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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Phil Beck
Slow start to our spring fishing, but it is nice to hear
some good reports coming in, along with a few slow
days of course; like my two trips to Browns Lake. But
Mark Pinch has done well on Pacific and Cow Lakes,
Gordon Olson and Randy Shaber on Rufus Woods,
several people on Coffeepot, and some trips to Amber
and Omak. Shortly after I write this we will have more
waters opening. Good luck fishing them, along with all
of the other opportunities in front of us.
A thank you to Scott Fink, the featured tier at
April's meeting, and for the flies he tied and donated to
the dinner raffle. The box of Scott's patterns which Jon
Bowne was so thrilled to win in the raffle drawing
raised $118 for the club. Again, thank you Scott.
As many, if not most of you are aware, Steve
Moran has been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. I
have long felt that Steve deserved an award from
I.E.F.F.C. for his many contributions of discounted and
donated art products and custom rods over the years. A
query from Bo Brand, our newest member, galvanized
me to act now to honor Steve. On Friday, April 26th, I
was joined by Walt Balek, Guy Gregory, Gordon Olson, Mark Pinch, and Lowell Tveit in visiting Steve
at his home. Bo and Bob Schmitt were detained at the
last moment. I was proud to present Steve with the
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD on behalf of
the entire club along with a Board approved check in
the amount of $500. Steve was very pleased to receive
this acknowledgement and award. I would also like to
report that he is fighting this as well as any of the myriad large fish he has caught and that he would be happy
to hear from club members. So far he says he mostly
hears from people who want their broken fly rods fixed

Editors: Lee Funkhouser and Guy Gregory

MAY PROGRAM

Euro Nymphing and Argentina
In our May meeting program
Justin Spence and Robert Van
Rensburg will present a program
on Euro Nymphing and Fishing
in Argentina.
Justin is the owner of Big Sky
Anglers in West Yellowstone,
Montana. Big Sky Anglers is a
Fly Shop and Guide Service.
Justin spends part of the year
guiding in Argentina.

Justin Spence

Robert is one of Justin’s guides and is a citizen of The Republic of South Africa. He spends much of his time guiding
out of Big Sky Anglers. However, he has taught Euro
Nymphing all over Europe and was instrumental in introducing Fly Fishing to South Africa. He has also captained
their fly fishing team to a number of gold medals in fishing
competitions worldwide. In addition, he has coached
many other fly fishing teams in South Africa, Europe and
the US.

NOTE: MAY MEETING IS THE
THIRD TUESDAY
Presidents Message (continued)

give him a holler!
To close out this column, I would like to
invite the entire board and any and all interested
members to the summertime 'Presidents Board
Outing' at Long Lake in Ferry County. The
outing is scheduled from Friday, July 19th
through Sunday, July 21st. The board meeting open to all - will occur Saturday from roughly 12 2 during the midday heat. I will provide some
light lunch items and or snacks and cold beverages. Please plan on joining me.
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Catch and Release Article
The Duluth News Tribune-John Myers
DULUTH, Minnesota – The email stood out among dozens waiting in the inbox on a Monday morning, and
then a phone call came to rub it in. They were both trout anglers, upset at one or more of the many online
photographs of fish in a recent outdoors section., The fish in the photo was being mishandled, they said, and
probably would perish after being released. The newspaper should set a better example, both anglers argued.
And they were right.
Catch, photograph and release fishing has become so entrenched in our fishing psych! e in recent years that
it’s almost hard to remember that keeping nearly every fish caught was once the norm in our father’s and
grandfather’s days. Over the last 40 years the idea of fishing for fun, and releasing fish to swim another day,
has spread across every aspect of the sport – from bluegills in ponds to trout in rivers and marlin in the
oceans.
But simply releasing a fish is no guarantee that it will survive, which is, after all, the point of catch and release fishing: To keep the fish in the system so it can be caught again and so it can propagate and make
more fish.
In fact, a certain number of fish caught and released die simply from being handled. How big a percentage
depends on two major factors: water temperature and handling procedures. Studies show a wide range of
fish deaths after being released, what fisheries biologists call hooking mortality, from less than 2 percent for
quickly handled stream trout to 40 percent for some lake trout.
So let’s break down the process of catching, landing de-hooking and releasing a fish. Here’s what matters:
How long the fish is played. The longer the fight, the more exhausted a fish becomes, and the more lactic
acid builds up in its body. This can cause the fish to die some time later, even after you release it to swim
away.
Use tackle heavy enough for the species you’re after – don’t use an ultra-light trout rod for walleye or pike.
Land the fish as quickly as possible.
How a fish is landed. Hauling in fish over the side by the line, hanging on a hook, or squeezing it with your
hand, can cause major internal organ damage.
If possible, the best thing for the fish is to leave it in the water while a hook is removed. If that’s not possible, use a soft
rubber mesh landing net which is less damaging to eyes, fins, scales and the protective mucous membrane than a fine
mesh net. While a net means the fish will be out of the water for some period, it’s often the least stressful way to get a
fish into your hands for a quick hook removal and release.

How long a fish is out of the water. One study by R.A. Ferguson and B.L. Tufts examined the amount of
time a trout was exposed to air after being caught. Fish that were released without being held out of the water had a 12 percent mortality. But fish held out of the water for 30 seconds had a 38 percent mortality rate;
more than one in three fish died. Fish out of the water for a full minute saw a 72 percent ! death rate.
Remove the! hooks and gently place the fish back in the water as quickly as possible – in 30 seconds or
less, if possible. If you take a photograph, make it fast. Decide beforehand which fish (how long or what species) are to be kept; immediately release all others. Do not engage in a prolonged debate over whether or
not to release the fish while it is out of water. (Culling, which is illegal in Minnesota, also reduces the
chances of fish survival. Once you put a fish in your live well, keep it as part of your limit. It stands a far
greater chance of dying than one immediately released.)
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Catch and Release Article (continued)
Fish slime is essential for fish health. If you handle a fish in a rough net, or grab it with dry hands or dry
gloves, that removes the layer of mucous that protects the fish from disease and bacterial infections, which can
kill the fish long after it has been released. Wet your hands before handling the fish.
How a fish is held. Never hold a fish vertically because that can cause damage to internal organs. Never hold
a fish just by its mouth or tail. Hold the fish horizontally with one hand near the front – but not near the gills – and
one fish near the belly or tale. DO NOT SQUEEZE FISH – it can cause serious internal organ damage.
A fish’s gills are its lungs. If you touch fish gills even a little, it can damage them beyond repair and the fish
can’t breathe. Imagine if someone grabbed you by the lungs. Never, ever touch gills. Try not to squeeze gills.
Never hold a fish by its gills for a photo.
A fish needs its eyesight. Grabbing a fish by the eyes will almost certainly reduce or destroy its vision, possi!
bly permanently. Never hold a fish by its eyes or touch the eyes.
Quick removal of hooks. Getting hooks out of a fish with as little damage and time as possible.
Barbless hooks are the easiest to remove, even if you might lose a fish or two per trip before they are landed. If
you don’t have barbless hooks, you can pinch the barb down with pliers.
Several studies of sea and inland fish report that circle hooks, as opposed to j-shaped hooks, are much easier to
remove and cause less injury to the fish. Keep a pair of long-nose pliers, a hemostat and wire cutters in your
tackle box to aid in hook removal. DO NOT PULL on the line to release the hook.
To cut line or extract? Sometimes it’s a tough call, and opinions vary on this, but prolonged attempts to remove the hook often do more harm than good. It may be better to cut the line as closely to the hook as possible
and release the fish with the hook still in it, rather than rip away at a deeply hooked fish. Several studies indicate
cutting the line is better. Deeply hooked rainbow trout suffered 74 percent mortality when the hook was removed, compared to only 47 percent when the hook was not removed. Among the surviving deeply hooked trout
with the hook left in, 74 percent shed the hook within two months. Another study found strut mortality at 55 percent when the hook was removed by hand, and only 21 percent when the hook was cut off.
Fish are capable of rejecting, expelling or encapsulating hooks. Encapsulation is a process whereby the fishes’
healing process causes the hook to be covered with an inert matrix of calcified material, or! a-cellular tissue.
Steel and bronze hooks are less toxic and are rejected or "dissolved" sooner than are stainless steel and cadmium-plated or nickel-plated hooks.
How a fish is returned to the water. Instead of tossing the fish back, gently lower it into the water. If you need
to revive the fish, move it in a figure-8 motion, or hold the fish so that it faces upstream to allow the current to
flow over the gills. Never move a fish backward, as this can damage the gills.
A healthy released fish should swim away quickly. If it doesn’t, something is wrong. Revive an exhausted
fish by holding it upright in the water by the tail. If in a river, use two hands and hold it facing into the current. If it
is severely lethargic, depress the bottom lip to cause the jaw to gape and gently move the fish forward. Moving
the fish in an erratic back-and-forth motion will just induce more stress. (Have you ever seen a fish swim backward?) At the first sign of the fish attempting to swim away, let it go.
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KID’S FISHING 2019
By Floyd Holmes
Kid’s fishing will be held again at the Clear Lake Fairchild Air Force Base Recreation Area. The
Ronald McDonald House Kid’s Fishing will be on Friday, May 3rd from 2:30PM to 5:00PM.
The main Kid’s Fishing will be on Saturday, May 4th from 8:00AM to 4:00PM.
Volunteers for Friday should show up at the Ronald McDonald House by 1:30PM. From there we
will take the bus to Clear Lake. Volunteers for Saturday should show up by 7:30AM as WDFW’s
Randy Osborne will want to give us instructions for the day.

This is a very special program for the club.
Let’s Get Out There and Support This Program.

SEEKING OUTBOARD MOTOR
I am interested in purchasing a small outboard motor for my 12 foot aluminum
fishing boat. If you have a 4HP to 8HP motor you are interested in selling, please
contact Lee Funkhouser at 509-251-3394.

BOAT, MOTOR AND BATTERY
Jim Brock has a double pontoon boat in excellent condition. He would like to
sell it to a club member at a huge savings. The sale includes the boat, the motor
and battery for $400.00.
If you are in the market for a pontoon boat this is a deal you must look at. Call
Jim at (509) 448-9710.
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DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

Steve Moran
This past month, Steve Moran was honored by the Inland Empire Fly Fishing Club for the incredible contributions he has made to the club and its members.
The Distinguished Service Award was established to identify and reward individuals who
have shown long and continued service to IEFFC. It is not an annual award, but is presented
when a member has distinguished service that is deserving of notice.
For many years, Steve has provided art products and custom built rods to fishermen throughout the
Inland Empire. Steve’s shop has been the go-to spot for rod repairs and he has been of major assistance to many club members desiring to build their own special rod.
Steve has also been a teacher to many of the members and his expertise, especially on the St. Joe, is
unmatched. It is clear that this award is designed to honor members like Steve and a group of
members visited Steve to present him with this very deserving honor.
Thank You, Steve!
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FLY FISHING ACADEMY
2019 Northwest Youth Conservation and Fly Fishing Academy is set and ready to go. We
have 20 amazing boys and girls registered for the event. All their essays and letters of recommendation are in and it appears we have another great group of kids. The Academy is June 2324 on Hicks Lake at The Gwinwood Community Center in Lacey. We have a fantastic instructor lineup with FFI/CCI casting instructors, fly tying professionals and conservation experts.
Last year we had over 50 volunteers. The 2019 Academy would not take place if it was not for
the generous support from the Fly Fishing Clubs, TU Chapters, corporate and private donors.
The kids will be fishing at new ponds in Thurston County, and the Deschutes River in Thurston
County. Everyone is welcome to visit us during the week to learn what is happening (please call
1st to insure we are available), if you are available for guiding, we could use your help, especially in the evenings on the river. If you want to help – please contact Jim Brosio @ 360-9419947 or Mike @253-278-0061. Seriously folks, we could really use your help with the guiding
in the evening on the river. It’s really not guiding, it’s being there to make sure the kids are
safe, but you could share your experience on fishing a river with them. We will provide the
transportation to the sites. Mike Clancy, Co-Director, NWYCFFAcademy, www.nwycffa.com

YAKIMA RAINBOW
By Jerry McBride
Jerry McBride sent in these pictures from
his nephew. Nice rainbow caught this
Spring on the Yakima. Jerry’s nephew, Peter, was swinging a streamer.

ARCHIVED EDITIONS OF The Fly Leaf
We now have archived The Fly Leaf all the way back to April of 2003 on the website. The Archives can be accessed from the home page by clicking on the “View Fly Leaf Archive” button as
shown below. In addition, you can use the search function by clicking on the magnifying glass and
typing in a key word. Many of the articles and all of the various flies of the month are cross referenced so they can be brought up.
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FLY OF THE MONTH
Deep Dish Callibaetis

May 2019

Curtis Fry

This is a fly that Mark Pinch suggested as a go to fly when there are callibaetis in the water. Mark ties
them in dark and light and says that it is “a little complicated, but once you get on it you can kick them
out”. The pattern video can be found at the following link and the explanation is excellent.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7lAklSS-84&list=PLzznwE8sf0KXBRENISz8B1BVf0CdUKA5Z&index=66

Curtis has additional flies that you should look at on his website at the following address:
http://www.flyfishfood.com
Hook: Daiichi 1150 #12-18.
Thread: UTC Ultra thread 70 Denier Tan.
Body: Tan Ostrich Herl over UTC Pearl Tinsel (LRG).
Bead: 2.4 mm Tungsten.
Wing-Case: Brown Thin Skin, Black Holo-tinsel Coated with Clear
Cure Goo Hydro.
Legs: Rootbeer Crystal Flash.
Tail:
Lemon Wood Duck Feathers.
Ribbing: UTC Ultrawire Silver (SM).
Thorax: Arizona Synthetic Dubbing, Yellow-Tan.
Over-Body: UTC Holo Tinsel, Copper.
Start by sliding the bead on the hook, but move it away from the eye. Attach your thread at
the eye with as few wraps as possible. Tie in the tinsel and thin skin as they will be going over the
bead. Slide the bead back up and then bring the thread around over the bead, working the thread
about half way down the shank.
Take about 8 wood duck fibers to tie in as the tail. Make the tail about one body length.
Then tie in the silver wire for the ribbing and the copper holo tinsel. Both are tied in just in front of
the bead and then follow with the thread down to the tail.
Now tie in the ostrich herl at the tail and working back towards the thorax area and return
to the tail area which promotes a taper. Now tie in the pearl tinsel which will be the under portion
of the body, but will show through on the finished fly. Now wrap the tinsel to form the body. Tie it
off at the thorax and trim the tinsel. Now wrap the ostrich in a barber pole manner (wraps not
touching) so that the tinsel shows through. Tie off and trim.
Now bring up the holo tinsel and tie it in right behind the bead. Work the thread over the
top of it to secure it. Now take the wire and rib the body going back toward the thorax area. Now,
using dubbing wax, put a small portion of the dubbing onto the thread. Wrap at the thorax area
building half depth of thorax.
Now take about 5 strands of the crystal flash and secure them at the bead side of the thorax
with a figure 8 motion. Trim them about 3/4 length of the body. Now finish up the thorax with
some additional dubbing, making sure it is enough dubbing to secure the bead.
Now pull back the thin skin and take a wrap right behind the bead. Pull the holographic
tinsel over making sure it is centered and tie it off behind the bead. Do a couple of tight turns and
then whip finish. Now clip the wing case and angle the wings slightly. Now coat the wings with
the Clear Cure Goo. Zap it with UV.
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FFI Leadership Development Workshop at
2019 FFI Expo
Fly Fishers International will host the first Leadership Development Workshop on Tuesday, July 23, during the 2019 Expo in Bozeman, Montana. The
FFI Leadership Development Workshop is a full-day program designed to
provide information and assistance for experienced and new leaders from FFI
Councils and Clubs. The Workshop program will focus on FFI Council and/
or Club operation, and the connection to FFI membership services and benefits.

FLY FISHING FAIR
Ellensburg

This years Fly Fishing Fair will
be held in Ellensburg on May
3rd and 4th. The Washington
State Council of Fly Fishers International has put together a
number of activities that should
make this an exciting event.
Please refer to the flyer for details.

Submissions for publication in The Fly Leaf can be made by contacting the IEFFC at
flyleaf.ieffc@gmail.com. Articles should be submitted by the last Friday of the month
for inclusion in the following months newsletter.

